
One of the most well known and well respected financial 
experts in the country is Roger Ibbottson, PhD, a professor 
of finance from Yale University. He and his colleague, Rex 
Sinquefield, publish the standard reference for information 
on investment returns titled “Stocks, Bonds, Bills & Inflation 
(SBBI),” which is updated annually. According to SBBI, the 
average annual rate of return for “Large Cap Stocks” is 12.05% 
from 1925 to 2013*. Large cap stocks mean, for the most part, 
the biggest companies in the U.S. stock market. You might 
think about them as the 500 companies in the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 or the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

So, if the most respected “standard reference for investment 
returns” states the average annual return is 12.05%, who are we 
to disagree? Well, we’re your source for unbiased financial truth. 
Let’s look at how this math works and we’ll keep it very simple.

The Best Example of the Average Rate of Return 
Let me give you an example. Suppose in one year you invest 
$100,000, and you earn a 100% return. That means at the end 
of the year you have an account worth $200,000. Awesome! 
But - in the second year the account loses 50%. Well, if you 
lose half of $200,000, you’re right back where you started, two 
years ago, with $100,000.

So, if you started with $100,000 and two years later you end up 
with $100,000, what is your average rate of return? Isn’t it 0%? 
Think about it. If you start with $100,000 and two years later 
end up with $100,000, you didn’t earn anything. Your average 
rate of return has to be zero percent! It’s just common sense.

But, let’s ignore common sense for a minute and just look at the 
“annual returns.” In year one you gained 100%. In year two you 
lost 50%. In order to get an average, you add the two numbers 
and then divide by two. So, 100%, plus negative 50%, equals 
50%. 50% divided by two years equals 25%. So, the SBBI book 
would report that the average return for those two years was 
25%. And to make matters worse-they’re “technically” right!

Average Arithmetic Return VERSUS Average 
Geometric Return 
Wow! I know that sounds too much like math, which you 
hoped you would never have to think about after you got out 
of school, but pay attention here! There is a critical difference 
between these two return methods of calculation. The 
“arithmetic” average return is found by adding up the annual 
returns for each year over time and then dividing them by 
the number of years you’re tracking. So, when Ibbotson and 
Sinquefield publish the Annual SBBI Reference Guide, they look 
at the returns for “each year” starting from December 31, 1925 
all the way to December 31, 2013 and then they divide by 88 
(years). The result? 12.05%.

So, if Ibbotson and other talking heads are right, that means 
that if you started with $100 on December 31st of 1925 and 
left it invested for 88 years you SHOULD end up with-drum roll 
please-$2,229,686. Sounds great, doesn’t it!? There’s only one 
problem; this math is seriously flawed!

We’re going to now reveal to you the “real” rate of return: the 
“geometric” average. On December 31, 1925, the S&P 500 was 
at 12.46** points. It closed 88 years later on December 31, 
2013 at 1,848*** points. (See image on next page).

Using a financial calculator, I can determine exactly what 
interest rate was needed in order for 12.46 to grow to 1,848 
over 88 years and the answer is: 5.85%.

So, what we really want to know is this: if you had invested 
$100 in the S&P 500 in December of 1925 and earned an 
average rate of return of 5.85% for 88 years, what would 
it be worth today (not including dividends from any of the 
stocks)? A financial calculator tells us that today your $100 
would be worth-fog horn please-ONLY $14,886. That’s not a 
typographical error!

So, what happened? Where did your “-$2,229,686” go? The 
answer is-you never had it! Because, that isn’t the way money 

The Truth About Average Stock Market Returns
If you’ve ever listened to a talk radio show on investments, 
read a popular consumer financial magazine or picked up a 
newspaper and opened the financial section, it’s likely that 
you’ve read or heard something called “the average rate of the 
return of the stock market.” During his show, a popular radio 

and TV personality often refers to the “average rates of return” 
of mutual funds. But what does this REALLY mean and should a 
prudent person really trust this type of statistic when considering 
investing in the stock market?
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Don’t Bother Arguing With Your Stockbroker 
At this point you now know more than probably 80%, or more, 
of the stock brokers and financial advisors in this country. They 
believe, with complete conviction, that the “average rate of 
return” of the stock market is almost 12% “over the long run”! 
You now know better.

So, should you run into your financial planner’s office and 
confront him/her with this fact? Probably not. You’re fighting 
an uphill battle and unless you are comfortable in using a fairly 
sophisticated  financial calculator, you’re probably going to just 
end up with a big  fat headache.

Dividends Count and DO Increase  
the Total Return 
Note that when I looked at the true “compound average annual 
rate of return” of the S&P from 1925 to 2013, I made a point of 
noting that this return did not count dividends. While dividends 
vary by company, as well as by period of time, in general, most 
knowledgeable financial people agree they should add about 

two whole percentage points to your returns over time. So, 
that means that if the S&P really averaged about 5.85%, after 
you add in the impact of dividends (and totally ignore the effect 
of taxes on those dividends, which most stock brokers and 
financial planners do), you would likely end up with a compound 
average annual return of roughly 7.85% over the long haul.

Buyer Beware! 
While 7.85% is not bad, and it certainly would have kept you 
nicely ahead of inflation, it’s a far cry from the commonly heard 
advice of “just find yourself a good 12% mutual fund.” Also, be 
aware, that earning half the return does not earn you half as 
much money over time; it earns you A LOT LESS! Over 20 years, 
if you start with $100 and earn 12%, not counting taxes, you 
would, hypothetically, end up with $964. At 6% you only end up 
with only $320! That’s 67% less! What you have to remember 
is the less you earn, the less impact compounding will have, 
meaning you’ll end up with a lot less if you don’t hit the 
“inflated” numbers the stock brokerage world is promoting.

works. You can’t spend the average arithmetic rate of return. 
If you think I’m wrong, go back to the very simple two year 
example at the beginning of this piece. You had an average rate 
of return of 25%, if you just added up the annual returns and 

divided by two. But if you looked at the real rate of return on 
your money, the money that you actually have in your pocket to 
spend, the return was zero.
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What IS “The long run”? 
One last point: Many television and radio talking heads, as well 
as, other so called, financial experts, like to talk about “the long 
haul” and often use 70 – 80 year long time periods to come up 
with these “so- called” and inaccurate averages. But, do you 
have 70 – 80 years to let your money sit there and compound? 
The answer is, you probably don’t have anywhere near that 
long. And here’s the problem: over shorter periods of time, the 
averages are all over the place! For example, from December 
2000 to December 2011, the broad stock market, as measured 
by the Standard & Poor’s 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average, averaged about…ZERO! It ended right about where 
it started ten years before. That’s an average return of zero as 
in nada, zip, ziltch! Most people start to do their most serious 
investing around age 45 to 50, when they may have finished 
saving for college or maybe paid off their mortgage, and they 
have 10 – 15 years, or so, to let the market do its thing and, 
HOPEFULLY, grow into a sizable nest egg! And even though the 
S&P 500 has broken new highs since then, as of the 2nd quarter 
of 2013, if you were like a lot of investors who “got out” of the 
market when it crashed in 2000-2003, and then “got back in” 
when it recovered in 2006-2007, then jumped out again after 
it crashed in 2008 and 2009, and then climbed back in around 
2011 - your average return isn’t zero, it’s a big-time negative 
return! Which means you probably have even less money now 
than you started with several years ago...

Summary 
Money is not math! Simple arithmetic is simple, but when 
it comes to money, it doesn’t work that way! Counting on 
the “average rate of return,” even if you use the correct real 
average, is a dangerous game because these averages are based 
on unrealistically long periods of time you almost certainly do 
not have. If your investment time horizon, which is the period 
of time you have to be invested in the markets is shorter than 
these 70 -80 year time periods, you could easily, not only not 
earn the real rate of return, but also you could end up making 
nothing or even losing money. Be aware of what “average rates 
of return” in the stock market really mean! Don’t be a gullible 
investor and believe everything a stock broker, financial planner, 
television or radio financial guru, or mutual fund company tells 
you. Become a 21st century investor! Ask the tough questions, 
do your research, and hold your advisor accountable.

* Ibbotson SBBI 2014 Classic Yearbook  •  ** http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm  •  *** Source Yahoo Finance
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